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SU win best delegation
at Annual Congress
OITSU won best big delegation at The Union of Students
in Ireland Annual Congress.
Twenty one students from OIT took part beating out rivals
Trinity and UCC.
This is the
second year in
a row that DIT
have won best
delegation at
USIAnnual
Congress.

Ci~se charity bag

next year's RAG swag
The charity recie ing the spoils of next year's RAG
week will be the Citywise Job town
Citywise is a not-for-profit organisation which
was set up to run education, sporting and personal
development programmes.
The charit pecifically deals with educational underachievement of young people living in difficult city
backgrounds and was formally e tablished in 1994
Twelve charities were proposed at DIT Governing
Council. with Citywi e being chosen on the seventh
vote.

President McAleese
visits DIT's islanders
President Mary McAleese travelled to Sherkin Island
off west Cork this month to take part in the conferring
of awards for the
OIT BA in Visual Art
Graduation.
The BA in Visual Art is
unique to OIT in that it
is taught in its entirety
on Sherkin Island!

Student
jailed
for over
50 days
Fionnuala Holohan
A 21-year-old masters degree student in DIT
was held in jail for 53 days before being
released two weeks ago.
According to The Irish Times, Rukiyat Tope
Smith was jailed for evading a deportation
order made in 2004.
Ms Smith arrived in the Republic in 2002 as
an unaccompanied minor, when she was 13
where she was reunited with her mother and
sister who were already living here.
he has applied to the High Court for leave
to eek an rder quashing the decision of the
Minister to refus to revoke the deportation
order.
She is also seeking an order obliging the
Refugee Applications Commissioner to
receive. process and determine her own
application for asylum. which she submitted
on March 2nd this year.
The court heard Ms Tope Smith was
effectively abandoned by her mother in
2005, when she was 16, and was told last

For more information or to organise class bookings:
Bigoy_the_fish@hounail.com

as dad.

Counsel for the tate said Ms Tope Smith
had lied to the court about where she stayed
from 2005 onwards following her mother's
disappearance.
He also said there was no evidence that her
mother had died. Mr Justice Scan Ryan
questioned Counsel on this point and asked
him to take instructions from the Minister on
the matter.

After a hort adjournment. Mr 0 Reil! said
the Mini ter would agree to the immediate
release of Ms Tope mith.
The Minister would also consider wh ther
Ms Tope Smith's asylum application should
be considered by the R fugee Applications
Commissioner.

Mr Justice Ryan adjourned the application
for leave to seek a judicial review,

Grangegorman student services
Editor

DIT dance soc to hold
charity night out

Proceeds from the event go to the Martin Whit~head H~s
pice Fund. The fund raises money for OlD' Ladles Hospice
and is run by the family of Martin Whitehead who passed
away last ovember.

year that her mother

DIT proposes student levy for

The DIT governing council last month
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . , passed a policy document which proposed
that students should have to pay a levy for
recreational services on the proposed new
campus in Grangegorman.
DIT Dance society are hosting their Summer Sessions
party at Tripod 26th May.

Members aad AlumDi oftbe DlT BreakdaDcing society celebratiDg tbe lauacb of
their aaDual SkiUmasters touroameDt just days before tbe eveDt was caaceUed due to
Volcaaic Asb. CbairpersoD Lukasz LUDiewski said "/t s really upsetting that all our hard
work has gone to waste, but next year s event isjust going to be twice as great"

The proposal, though still at a nascent stage,
suggests that students at OIT pay a levy to
meet an anticipated shortfall in the running
of recreational services.
It is expected that the levy will be in the
region of of approximately €30 per student if
the proposal is accepted.

In order for the policy to implemented the
student body must first agree to the levy by
voting in a referendum.
Several stipulations are to be put in place
should the levy be imposed; and before the
issue is put to a referendum the Student
Union must have outlined the exact purpose,
structure, legal status and role ofany Campus
Company that may be established with the
funds collected.
Under the proposal the levy applies to all
students including part-tie and evening

students and will be imposed for an agreed
fixed period only.
The cost of the levy cannot be increased
without the approval ofthe student population
which would be put forward for another
referendum.

DIT staff has to make a contribution for any
recreational facilities paid for by the levy
fund to which they may have access.
The Governing Council pointed out that
student levies occur in other third level
institutions in Ireland.
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Well, welcome to the final issue
of DIT News for this academic
year and my very final issue as

. ,1011 If. WfI,",

Editor.

r1fJU(R 10lllN A

This issue we bring you the latest
from the glamorous side ofDIT; the awards season, we
also update you on important campus news and even
talk to President of DIT Professor Brian Norton about

. ",
......

I

what lies ahead for DIT.
What lies ahead for me isn't so definite and I'm
going to simply say that those who have helped me,
humoured me, supported me, frustrated me, entertained
me and sustained me this year know who you are and
know I am very grateful I am to have had you as part
of an unforgettable year in my life.
Thank you for everything and thank you all for
reading,

Editor:
Cliona Ward
newssoced@gmail.com
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News Editor:
Fionnuala Holohan
news.dit@gmail.com
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I

Entertainment Editor:
Charlotte McCarthy
entertainmenteditor.dit@gmail.com
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Features Editor:
Stephen Bourke
featureseditor.dit@gmail.com

W£ ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE
WITH StRONG COMMUNICATION AND
ORGANISATION SKILLS, A DECENT EYE FOR
LAYOUT ANI> DESIGN AND THE ENTHUSIASM
AND COMMITMENT TO .BE AT THE CENTRE
OF A STUDENT-LED NE\tlSPAPER.

IF YOU THINK THiS is YOU THEN EMAiL
A COpy OF YOUR CV TO TERI O'~YlE
.BEFORE FRIDAY 4TH OF JUNE TO
TERI.OMYlE@DIT.IE

Sports Editor:
Paul McNulty
sportseditor.dit@gmail.com
Photo Editor:
Ciara O'Halloran
photoeditor.dit@gmail.com
Science & Technology Editor:
Sam Kirwan
techeditor.dit@gmail.com
Layout & Design Editor:
Graham 6 Maonaigh
layouteditor.dit@gmail.com
Fashion Editor:
Siobhan Lam
fashioneditor.dit@gmail.com
Arts Editor:

Aine Gilligan
artseditor.dit@gmail.com

Culture Editor:
Dave Phelan
cultureeditor.dit@gmail.com
It is the policy of DIT New! to correct any innacuracies as soon
as they occur. Any corrections or clarifications will be printed in
the next edition of the newspaper.
It is also the policy of DIT New! to offer the right of reply to
any person who feels aggrieved by any comment or opinion
containted within.
Please forward any such comments to the Editor.

Brought to you by Fionnuala Holohan
It was a good month for

And a bad month for

Financial regulator: new sheriff in
town

Radio: Gerry Ryan gone too soon. RIP

Hubris: Michael O'Leary apologizes to
judge
Roads: March safest month on roads
since records began

Iceland: caught in a publicity nightmare,
they've got no cash and too much ash!
Airlines: volcanic ash grounds European
fleet
Students: exams fast approaching... Eek!
Sean Quinn: no more the mighty

Economy: recovery predictions trickle
through

TDs: pension peer pressure

Berlusconi: Freedom! The Italian
stallion side-steps a messy divorce.

Peter Robinson: first a scandal and now out
of the job

Iron Man: Tony Stark takes the Box
Office by storm

Sean Quinn: no more the mighty

Volcanoes: Making headlines once
again. FAME!

Sequels: Anchorman 2 and Zoolander 2 axed
by Paramount... RIP Ron Burgandy and Derek
Zoolander
,'

..
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Over he
Rainbow

just ten girls. Unfortunately Emma one of
the 10 not selected and she has since come
back to Dublin.
Emma plans to complete her studies in
Music and hopes to perfonn in the West
End in the future.

"I learned a lot," said Emma. "It was a
great experience and a great atmosphere,
and the other girls were lovely. I learned so
much and got to meet and sing for Andrew
L10yd Weber.
My favorite part of the whole experience
was the first televised show - it was great

Fionnuala Holohan
Emma Warren, a second-year Music student at DIT
Rathmines, made it to the final 20 of the televised Over the
Rainbow competition.
The competition, which is looking for someone to star as
Dorothy in the West End production of the WlZMd of Oz.

attracted 9.000 entrants in total. lOO of these made it to the
auditions in London, and out of these, 54 continued on to
a three-day preparation and training event called Dorothy's
Farm.
Emma was one of the twenty hopefuls selected at the end
of the three days to appear in the first televised show. which
meant a further three weeks of intensive training in London
to prepare.
During the show, the field was further narrowed down to

DITstudent
wins 'Best
Fresher'in
Ireland
Cliona Ward
First year Business and Marketing student Steven Pierce wowed judges at the
annual Board of Irish College Societies
(BICS) NatiooaI Awards last month and
was crowned 'Best Fresher'.
At the BICS Awards college societies
across the country compete to be
named the best in their category nationally and '9teven won the award of overall 'Best Fresher' for his bard work in a
number of DIT societies.

fro'

HEA "'ar s
colleges to
CO nsolidate

Steven was the treasurer for the DIT
Fashion Show this year. while also playing a key role on the PR. Team. Steven is
also on the committee for the Business
and Marketing Society and is an active
member of the DIT St Vmcent De Paul
Society.

According to Anita Conway DIT Societies Officer "The judges were overwhelmed with what Steven had achieved
in his first year in societies. His meticulous accounts and passion for just getting the job done no matter what it was
made Steven stand out."

cases. vacant places.

of expensive facilities during summer".
This will require reform of employme~t
contracts, he added.

His reform
plan will recommend
merging colleges and courses and
reforming the system of funding and

regulation to suppo~ this consolidation.
According to the Insh Independent. the
strategy group is also considering the

Fionnuala Holohan
Amid rumours that faculties within DIT
may merge, a bigger rationalization effort
across all colleges also appears to be on
the cards.
Last week, Tom Boland. the Higher
Education Authority (HEM chief
executive, set out a reform agenda for the
country's third-level system. which will
form part of the new national strategy
proposal.

Mr Boland warned that Ireland has too
many universities and colleges. resulting
in unnecessary duplication and in some

provision of new employment contracts:
ending a number of programmes and
courses; and more effective monitoring
of academic staff.
Mr Boland is calling on third-level
institutions to take the lead in strategic
collaboration with partner institutions.
Following on from the furore regarding
the awarding of firsts last month. Mr
Boland is also calling for colleges to
enter into a more contractual arrangement
with the State, where funding would be
dependent on specific deliverables.
Mr Boland also stated that the country

could no longer afford "the long lock-up

At present, there are 40 State-funded
Higher Education Institutions (HEls).
These include 14 institutes oftecbnology,
seven universities. seven colleges of
education which train teachers. seven
other State-funded colleges such as the
Tipperary Institute. and five recognised
colleges of the National University of
Ireland such as the National College of
Art and Design.
Full-time student numbers are now
projected to grow from I SS,OOO at present
to almost 190,000 within five years and
to 270.000 by 2030 - a 7Spc rise.
Meanwhile. the HEA chief executive
also called for a sinale body to award
higher education grants, to addre s the
delay in grant processina by local bodi..
last year.

to perfonn in front of a live audience and
the public."
To hear Emma speak about her experiences
on Over the Rainbow, just log on to
ditnewsblog.wordpress.com

May 2010
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DIT
rewards
•
actIve
students
Fionnuala Holohan
A first for this year was the introduction
of Student Recognition Awards, where
DIT students are nominated by members
ofDITSU for their contribution to the
college community.
The awards were held in Gleeson Hall in
Kevin Street on 26 April, with comedian
and actor Frank Kelly as guest speaker.

Student Volunteer - Brian O'ConneIl and
Niamh Foley
Governing Council - Raymond England
Civic Engagement - Ciaran Nevin, Liam
Stewart, John May, Aoife Ncp GhlaiccpnRiain, Susan Mc Daid, Cecily QuetinWeeks, Emma Bailey, Lina Hacker,
Sarah Deegan, Irene Walsh
Rag Achievement - Marian KeIleher
Active Citizenship - Liam Stewart
Student Achievement - John May
Special recognition - James Dalton
DITSU President's Medal - Sean Preston
Catering and staffing on the night was
ably and expertly provided by Cathal
Brugha Street students.

You can hear speeches and commentary
from most of the awards at DIT News
Blog at ditnewsblog.wordpress.com.

And the Award goes to:
Best Newcomer - Eoin McAfferty

Active citizen Liam Stewart shows ojfhis latest award

Societies
awards
social
April was awards season at DIT this year.

HIes

Anime and Manga society by a mere 2 points
The DJT Circus and Juggling Society also came
second in their category for for most improved
society, the prize went to the DCU Media
Production Society.
The DJT LOBT Society came third in the toughest
category of all. Best Society. Though they didn't
win the nomination and the bronze can be seen
as an excellent achievement for a society which
is relatively small compared to others in DJT and
further afield.
Speaking at the
Chairperson and
the colleges and
societies make to

Editor
Though Stephen Pierce grabbed gold for DJT at
this year's BICS National Societies awards there
were many DJT societies who only just missed
the medal.
The DJT Fashion Society were runners up in the
. category Best Event for the DJT Alfa Romeo
Fashion Show held in Vicar St on March 24th. The
. Trinity Fringe Festival won out in the end with
DJT only losing out to Trinity by 3.24 points.
Similarly, the DJT Art & Design Society came
second for Best New Society. They lost to UL's

Best Individual -lan Fox
Best On-Site Event - CAFA Society Pancake
Tuesday
Best Civic Contribution - Liam Stewart
Best Poster - DJ Soc Spin Off
Best Photograph - DIT Juggling
Best Society - DIT LGBT
Best New Society - DIT Art and Design
Society

Fionnuala Holohan

Best Site Event - CBST RAW Session

DITsocs
makebig
waves at

Best Fresher - Stephen Pierce

The Societies awards night was held in the
Hilton Hotel on 25 March and nine of the
winners on that night went on to represent
the college at the Board of irish Colleges
Awards (HICs) in Athlone in April, where
Stephen Pierce from DJT won the national
Best Fresher Award.

The following people were also recognized
as outstanding contributors:
Ciaran Nevin
Liam Stewart
John May
Ena Quinn
Aoife Nq> Ohlaicq>n-Riain
Susan Mc Daid
JPCasey

Best On-line Pressence - DIT Fashion Society

Conall 0 Cofaigh
Michael Birt

Most Improved Society - DJT Juggling

Cecily Quetin-Weeks

AND THE WINNERS ARE:

Society

awards Riona Hughes, BICS
awards coordinator welcomed
praised the contribution which
their communities.

She highlighted how significantly they contribute
to the educational experience ofall who participate
in their diverse activities.
"These students have chosen to strive to stretch
and make a difference. If the calibre of these
students contribution is anything to go by our
world is a better place for having them in it" said
Riona Hughes.
The event was held in the n the Hudson Bay Hotel
in Athlone

Fashion Soc member Tania Zorilla shows offthe Fashioll Show program at the DIT Societies Awards

Staff and students
getting 'green wheeled'
Fionnuala Holohan, New s Editor
The number of students and staff choosing
"green" methods for getting to college has
risen by 7% in the last four years, according
rcsults from the DIT Smartcr Travel Working
group Travel survey.
The survey was conducted in January 20 I0
and shows that 87% of students and staff no\\
use sustainable methods oftravcl.

Members ofthe DIT Societie5 prc.lent at BICS 5/WII' their support. and their IOIISI15.

The percentage of studenLs amI staff usin
cars to get to work has dropped ignificantl)lor studcnts it has fallcn from 140 0 to 6 0 0, and
for staff, from 31 0 0 to 19° o.

More DIT staffno\\ cycle to college that drive
- 20 0,'0 compared to 19°'0.
Thc Smarter Travel Working Group activities
have led to more covered bike parking in DJT
Rathmincs, ne\~ fr~e bike parking facilities in
thc Qpark car park beside DIT Cathal Brugha
street, and in the Dru!) St car park ncar
Aungicr Street, and the pro~ ision of several
C cle Maintenance and C cle safc!) classe
across DJT.
Sta or student \ho are interl: ted m gctting
imol 'cd in thc. martcr Ira\cl Workin group
should e-mail inead.Mcnultyadit.il:

2010
from Kazakhstan competing for an education
scholarship, but special editions of the show
feature competitions between Kazakhstan and
an international selection of colleges.

Quizteam
becomes
Kazakh
celebrities

As part ofa European tour, the show arrived in
Ireland just in time to sample the atmosphere
of St. Patrick's Day.

The crew filmed Dublin 'postcards' that
will also be used throughout the series. The
Mansion House hosted the quiz and the DIT
teams participating.
The DIT teams fared quite well in the
competition, with two te~s just shy of
claiming maximum points.

Frankie Whelan
Three teams of DIT students took part in the
Kazakhstan based quiz show "The IQ Games"
recently.

The result of the quiz will not be known
until the filming of the Kazakh leg of the
competition, but fingers crossed for a DIT
win.

The television show, also translated as "The
Intellectual Olympics", is one ofKazakhstan's
most popular television programmes and
features teams of three students competing in
a quiz based on lateral thinking.

hough there was occasional confusion due to
translation, the DIT students all agreed it was
an enjoyable, once in a life time experience.
Fourth year Tourism and Hospitality
Marketing student TIOl Sultanov worked with

The regular programme features students

DITwins

three
SMedia
Awards

Fionnuala Holohan

21st.
Jenoie Breeo from DIT Aungier Street won
the Radio Production Award for Arts and
FeabRs, with "The Urban Cowboy". Kale
Mc:CanoIl won the HeadIiDe Award for
JoumaIism for "Out ofMiDd", adoc:umeolary
OD eIedro-sboc:k btilillllllrD in IreIaod. Kale
and
Leanne

Murpby,
la'
producer, wae
DIT MediaArts
sIudads lDl the
film was pm of
their final year
project.
The film will be available OD Headline website
soon. Kale and Leanne are boCb working now
in the media area. Kale is one ofthe founders
of happenchancefilms, whose work you can
see on the DIT News blog at ditnewsblog.
wordpress.com or Youtube.

Leaone has rompIeted one document8IY
and waiting for funding to come through on
lIDOIber'. "It WlIS completely like noIhing we
did before - much more on the journalism
side," said Leaooe. "We started in Jan and
finished in Juoe - it was full time, Saturdays
and Sundays too". "We all loved the course
in DIT," said Kale. "The attention and the
time we get - we were a small class - we'll
never get that again".
Brian Herroo and Jesse Pinster , MA

Originally from Kazakhstan Tun says: "It
was an amazing experience! It was a great
chance to show Ireland to the IQ Games crew
and for DIT students to find out more about
Kazakhstan.

All the Kazakh students in Dublin also really
enjoyed the 'visit from home'.
The crew had a wonderful time here and they
all truly enjoyed our warm hospitality. It will
be great to see DIT and Dublin on Kazakh
TV!"

We focused on empty space and getting
good quality pictures, which turned out
to be quit difficult because of a lack of
resources. And like always in the end
it comes down to putting in working
hours. " said Jesse, who is currently
in the Netherlands looking for a job in
journalism while working on freelance
assignments. "We can now call ourselves
award winning journalists which will
greatly benefit our careers".

Feedback biggest gripe
in Student Satisfaction
Survey Results

"I think we approached it in quite a serious
and structured way, always with a view to
making a product that went far beyond the
reasonable expectations of what could be
produced with the resources available to
us" said Brian.

Timely feedback on performance is one ofthe
main areas 'identified for improvement in the
recently published DIT Student Satisfaction
Survey results.

had the advantage of being a one-off
publication, this meant that we were able to
lavish attention on certain features - artwork. commissioned photos, a well-known
illustrator to do the cover and logo. And
significantly, we weren't a newspaper, which
meant that we had more scope to implement a
higb-coocept design.
~We

DIT students collected three awards at the
20I0 Student Media Awards (Smedias), held
this year in the Mansion House on April

the International Office hosting the crew.

1be other publications we were competing
apiDst were polished and professional
looking, but there's only so much you can do
with college
newspaper
design before
your bUdget
shoWs. And
aside from the
fact that it was
the design side
that won, I
think that the credit needs to be shared with
everyone who contributed to the project".
Brian is cwrently working for OFFSET, a
major design, illustration and creativity event
held in Dublin: "It's going to be enormous
this year. We have an incredible Iifle...up of
intematiooal speakers, who we're going to
anoounce next week, and we've got the best
venue in the city - can't reveal what it is just
yet though".

Fionnuala Holohan, New s Editor

Students wanted a quicker turnaround on
assignment feedback, a more engaging
teaching style and better visibility of overall
performance during the terms to identify and
address students at risk.
Students also asked for greater access to
computers, longer library opening hours and
a reduction in printing costs.
The survey found that 82% ofstudents would
recommend DIT to a friend, with 84% stating
overall satisfaction with their course and their
student experience.

asking questions.
Overall, students felt that staff were helpful,
with the Library and the Mature Student
Support Office scoring exceptionally well in
this regard.
There were 1,610 fully completed responses,
up from 1,200 in the 2008 survey, and 733
partially completed surveys. This equates
to a combined response rate of 12% of the
student population.
The survey is intended to cover all aspects
of the student experience in DIT and is
conducted eveJY second year. This is the
second year since the survey was launched.

years.

In their responses, students register their
satisfaction on a scale of I to 4, where 2.5
is the mid-point. Anything above is rated
as Satisfactory. Anything less than 2.5 is
unsatisfactory.

Satisfaction with IT facilities have also
improved. Will and printing access
facilities have both moved from being rated
unsatisfactory to satisfactory, and students
are slightly more satisfied with email access
this time around.

College management will review the
results on May 19th, and a representative
working group will be formed to identify
the improvement steps. Budget constraints
and cuts are expected to affect the types of
solutions chosen.

This is seen as a reflection ofthe replacement
of the infamous squirrelmail with MyDIT
webmail.

Brian Gormley, Manager of Campus Life,
said "We're delighted with the response to
the Student Satisfaction Survey.

Participation in volunteering activities has
jwnped from 23% to 29010 in the last two

There has been a significant improvement
in satisfaction with catering facilities, with
both quality and range ratings moving from
unsatisfactory to satisfactory.

There were 24 awards in total, with Dublin
City University amassing 12, University
College Dublin 8 and Trinity College Dublin
tying with DIT with 3 awards.

Pricing is sti boveringjust below satisfaction,
though it haS shown a slight improvement.

Newspaper ofthe Year wentto The University
Tunes publication from Trinity.

Students were in general satisfied with the
Library Service, Campus Life Services and
the Student Union.

The annual awards are sponsored by Oxygen
and and were hosted by Kathryn Thomas and
Daithi o'se.

Where classroom activities were concerned,
students were happy with the level of
interaction, practical activities and ease of

It was great to see the areas where students

seemed happy with the service they were
receiving, but the most important part of the
survey report is where studentshave identified
areas that they. re not satisfied with.
This means we can focus our resources on
areas that will make a real difference to DIT
students over die coming years. We'd like to
tbaDk all the students who took the time to fill
out the survey."

graduates in (International) Journalism won

the Layout and Design award for their work
on Exit Magezine.
"We tried to make every ~ look valuable.

The winners of the prize draw for filling out
the survey .will be announced within the next
two weeks.

IProf

How soon could we expect to see studeDts
studyiDg iD GraDgegorman?

orton
!
has beeD aD iDterestiDg year iD DIT, what have
beeD your highlights?
The highlight of every year is always seeing the
students' success; success academically which we
have a lot of, but also, students' sporting success
, but also the success of students in terms of how they
serve their community which has been a particular
feature of this year.
I think always the highlight of every year is the
diversity of student success in so many areas,
which confounds the rather lazy, lay stereotypes of
students and that is always for me the highlight, and
this year no exception and particularly given all the
challenges of this year, all the more remarkable.
VoluDteering Dumbers are up this year, do you
thiDk accreditatioD of studeDts' extracurricular
activities should be iDtroduced iD the future?
It is something I strongly support and I can't see any
reason why it shouldn't happen very quickly. The
usual issue is making sure that there is some form
of appropriate assessment because for any credit to
have credibility you don't want it to seem that 'you
just get marks for turning up' or something.
So the thing is to make sure that it is credible in
termS of how one assesses it, and as long as one can
achieve that it is something I'd very much support.
I think higher education is more than just the course
you're on, there are so many learning experiences;
learning more about one's self, one's interests, how
to interact with others and a lot of those learning are
expressed through activities outside the curriculum
whether they're in social activities, clubs, societies,
sports etc. Success in those contexts and an ability to
reflect on those experiences and judge what they've
done for oneself I think is important, so as long as
we can get an appropriate, sensible framework of
assessment around these activities it is something I
would very, very strongly support.
Tom DolaDd, REA chief executive, last week
suggested that coUeges and faculties should
merge iD order to improve Ireland's third level
system. Is DIT making any movemeab toward
this?
Well, first of all one needs to realise the size of
DIT, we make up some 9% of all Irish higher
education and while there might be a drive to merge
if you're 2% or 1% we are already a significant
organisation.
We have already begun some major restructuring
ourselves; we've reduced the number of faculties
from siX to four colleges and we're trying to
streamline processes with an eye to putting as
much of the resources as we can into teaching and
learning and making sure that the processes which
support students that are as efficient as possible.
We're in dialogue with the other institutes in the
Dublin region, in Ireland and further afield, to see
how we can best cooperate with a view ofproviding
better provision to students. I know there's a lot of
cynicism about it, but the Grangegorman project is
critical in integration,
I mean there's no point in merging institutions unless
you've actually got the mechanism to bring things
together, because of the geographic dispersion in
DIT and the physical state of some buildings we
can't take full advantage.
So even in terms of the potential that is within DIT,
I think the Grangegorman project is critical and I
still. would be very optimistic that that will move
ahead because of those advantages.
Grangegorman is going before the cabinet 1008.
What are you expecting?
I'd like them to approve it and move ahead, for the
master plan that we've had now for some 18 months
to go out to public consultation, the land is vested in

In a very practical sense. ifwe get that approval very
short"· we should be able to begin the refurbishment
of ex{sting buildings and they'd become available
for student use within the next year to IS' months.
Major development and movement within four
years from now, say that number.
Again. it depends on the exact time the decision is
made because we can't move things in the middle
of the academic year, so there tends to be a move
in the summer and if miss an opportunity you lose
a year.
I'd expect quite a significant amount of activity in
the existing structures let's say in ISmonths if we
had the decision today and then four years as the
working number of seeing very significant students
numbers in Grangegorman in new, purpose built
facilities.
Then we would be able to address the issue of
students now being in some very old, and in some
circumstances very past-their-sell-by-date facilities
and in some cases what 1 would call very atomised
facilities where you've only got one course in one
place and that doesn't really make for a very good
student experience so we should be able to fix those
issues once this project moves ahead.
The studeDt assistance fUDd has beeD aD issue
for maDY students this year, because of the way
the system is regulated by the HEA aDd EU,
studeDts who had Dot received their

I wouldn't say there
are any easy solutions
that are going to please
everybody,
because we
'
do have more students
and less Euros

,

"

graDt could not gaiD access to the fUDd.
Are there proposals to chaDge this policy?

There are various things under discussion, but they
are still in discussion and 1 don't know if! could
make any useful comment on that, there are with
all these things pros and cons but if we can find
a solution that works for the students and doesn't
break any rules that we have to observe then we
should do it.
With the REA staffing embargo the admin
staff have beeD under increased pressure this
year, aDd, this has beeD the source of most of
the complainb we bear from studeDb like 10Dg
waits for exam results. What is the college doiDg
to improve the service?
It isn't so much these days the employment control
framework but more the available budget. As well
as the employment control framework we have
had major cuts in the amount of money available
to us and the bulk of that cost has been in relation
to salaries of colleagues, so there is a very direct
relationship there, and that can't continue.
I think the nature of our budget going forward has
to be looked at I mean we are increasing student
numbers and the budget, in absolute terms, is going
down and the student numbers are going up so the
average per student is going down even further.
We are attempting to reorganise our staffing, we
have an excellence administration project which is
attempting to do that.
We are also trying to deliver student services
wherever possible from a one-stop perspective
meaning there is one place you go for something,
often that place is online, and that's good for some
students particularly those returning and it doesn't
work for new students because they may not be
able to get online because they haven't gotten a
student number yet.

are going to please everybody, because we do have
more students and less Euros in absolute terms.
So we're faciDg further cuts uext year?
Depending on the budget, I mean if the budget we
receive is cut then yes that knock on happens.
Where areas will be cut?
It isn't as simple as that, our policy for example
is to get out of leased buildings, but that depends
on when the leases come up, also, where you
might have similar modules in different parts of
the institute we're seeing if those modules can
be delivered together where the student numbers
permit.
That is not without its problems because that
module right now might be delivered in both Kevin
St and Mountjoy square how do you bring them
together, so the devil is in the detail, some things
are possible, some things that might seem like nobrainers are actually not possible to do so the devil
is in the detail.

The issue here is what is the correct description
of DIT, I mean DIT in any other part of the world .
would be described as a technological university
and my view is that the correct description is what
we need, because we lose any ambiguity.

It does surprise some of our international partners
that we can't call ourselves a university because
there is no particular legal meaning to that in
Ireland and also frankly for students you lose any
ambiguity, you know, you should be able to say
'which university did you go to?' 'I went to DIT'.
In Ireland, because of the way the legislation is,
there is no such thing as the word university with a
lower case first letter, you know what I mean.

I think we need to get away from the hang up in
the Irish context and simply say that we are just a
different kind of university, because university has
become the word for higher education institutions.
A lot of due savings are to be made around
So it's a designation issue and people need to get
procurement, we buy things in bulk, we put
things out to tender competitively, so there are a . off the ideas of status, and get off certainly the
idea that Dublin has enough universities so why
lot of strategies involved here and some of them
would·we need another one, we're not another one,
do bear fruit, some you explore and turn out to be
we already exist, hello, there are twenty thousand
operationally not as practical as one might have
students here!
originally thought.
A lot of people are working very hard at that,
It exists and it's not about becoming something
agonising around all those different issues, this
else and if it became something else, that would
really is a very large complex organisation and the
obvious is sometimes not as obvious as it might
be a disaster, the important thing is that we offer
a particular type of education, a practice-led,
appear.
research-informed education and that is different
than in other institutions and students come here
Is DIT in deficit?
because of what we offer and how we offer it, and
we represent their university of choice.
Deficit? We're not in deficit. Unlike other
institutions we're not allowed to go into deficit, and
we never have, so I don't know why people believe
that we are in debt.
That's not to say that at the end of this year it will
be very tight, there won't be reserves left and it
gets increasingly perilous, unlike other institutions
in this city we don't carry any debt. There are
obviously small debts from time to time but overall
as an organisation we are not in deficit and never
What is your visioD for DIT?
have been.

It does surprise our

international partners
that we can't
"ourselves a university

cal"

The grade inllation report was devastating for
some studeDts who are DOW worried that their
degrees are not worth what they used to be. How
is tackliDg this is ue?
There is no statistical evidence to demonstrate that
that is an issue in DIT, there would be particular
programs at particular times that would have more
firsts or less firsts or whatever but that's not unusual
and happens in all institutions but I thiJtk the level
at which we've been making awards has been pretty
consistent and there would be nothing to support
the view of grade inflation as such, it's not there in
our statistics.
Will DlT achieve uDivenity status?

But we are confronted with very difficult problems
and it would be dishonest to say that those
problems are going to go away; we are a publically
funded organisation and, as is widely known, the
government wants to reduce spending in the public
sector, so they're the pressures that we're under so
we're trying to deal with I wouldn't say it's easy and
I wouldn't say there are any easy solutions there that

My view is that DIT is just a different kind of
university already; we make awards up to PhD
level, we make our own awards, we have strong
international links, strong international student
exchange, and diversity of provision.

It's interesting how you pose the question, because
1 don't actually think status is the issue, 1 know this
might sound like a very technical point but I think
it's a matter of designation. Status implies that we
lack status, and actually what 1 think is the issue
around university designation of DIT is the correct
description ofDIT.

That we maintain a position of pre-eminence in this
idea of practice-led, research-informed education
and get the kind of facilities on a new campus to
deliver that to the best standards in the world.
At the end of the day the success of DIT is the
success of our graduates, you know the institution
itself exists for that purpose, and I think you're
getting the kind of facilities that enable colleagues
to deliver the education and fuller experience of
campus life that enables our graduates to succeed.
So 1think in summary, that DIT produces graduates
who are more successful than those who went
before and cODtinue to do so and 1think the success
of DIT and any other institution is measure by the
success of its graduates in the long term, over their
careers, and when those graduates reach a point
in deciding on their own children's futures think
'well DIT served me well then'. Higher education
institutions are in it for the long term.
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Favreau has really upped his game
film, with the direction taking on some
quirks. A high-speed airborne Iron Man
is interspersed with still shots of a car p;ft
where each passing metalman sets off
medley of car alarms. Even the e!xpk. . . .·
of Tony Stark's character is sassed up, a
sequence is used at the beginning of the fi
(complete with regal cameo) to give
audience a taste of life in Stafkls playboy
world. Favreau's creativity even sees
own character, driver Happy Hogan,
between Scarlet Johansson's thighs (~_~
being the boss has it's perks).
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breaking woman in fashion, 0
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I have a confession to make, my style crush is
not a celebrity, rock star or supermodel. She is
a civilian, just like you or
me but infinitely more
stylish. Said style crush
is a jewellery boutique
owner and works around
the corner from me and
whenever I pop into her
shop I am mesmerised.

~;f-;;z:~!

be 'me', sure imitation is the highest form of
flattery but it is not genuine style if its not your
own.

Ofcourse she is stunning
and slim and blonde but
that isn't what has me
hooked. Her sense of
style is flawless. The
pieces that she chooses
to wear are always
simplistic and in neutral
tones and she some how
manages to stay on the
right side of safe.

SiobMM ~, f~ fJitw
In recent times, style as an attribute has become
more coveted than wealth, beauty or youth. Sure
in an ideal world, we would all have delicate
features and slender yet curvaceous bodies but
what's the point of perfection if we don't know
how to present it properly.

Coming
to
such
a
conclusion has not been
easy - for the longest time
I was convinced that style
was equivalent to fashion.
I wondered why everyone
thought that style was such
an elusive mistress, I had
conquered it!
Sure it was expensive. it
meant padded shoulders
one season and Velcro
tops the next but I was
convinced that was the
game and it made it more
exciting. The delusion did
not last long.

As I got more involved with
Her outfits are always so
the fashion industry and
obviously well thought
the people that constantly
out and complimentary to Coco Chanel; a woman with effortless style,
crave the next 'hot' look, it
her physique - the billowy which beacame effortless fasion
became obvious to me that
CWoe top cuts at exactly
having style was something
the smallest part of her
that stood entirely separate
thigh and the Philip Lim skinnies display her
from the fickle trends that designers dictate we
lengthy legs to perfection.
should adorn every season. Style was knowing
your body, what you genuinely like on you and
Ofcourse if! were to try and emulate her 'style' I
what you were comfortable in.
would look utterly ridiculous - partially because
Which meant, just to complicate matters, that
these calves of mine will NEVER fit into a pair
what I might find super style-worthy, you might.
of skinny jeans but mostly because it would not

Style brings your personality to the fore
and defines who you are, that's why it is so
important. It is entirely innate and different for
each individual. It is this indefinable element
that makes style so enviable and our pursuit for
it so relenting.
As a nation of media-savvy fashionistas, we
a~ expected to revere certain people for their
sense of style. These individuals usually include
Chloe Sevigny, Diane Kruger , Kate Moss,
Rachel Bilson - basically aesthetically pleasing
celebrities which are frequently referred to
within fashion spheres.

From
bumto
bard

find utterly droll. Do not let the
complexity of this fact scare
.
you - let it empower you. It just means that
ultimately - you define what style means to you.
The idea of a tight pencil skirt, a comic book tee
and studded ankle boots screams style to me but
would not necessarily rock Stella McCartney's
boat. Variety is the spice of life and is the essence
of style.
Do not get me "-Tong. being stylish does not
necessaril} mean isolating yourself from the
seasonal trends, you can still have that Balmain
tuxedo jacket but know how to work it into your
style as opposed to slavishly coping exacting
how Natasha Poly wore it on the catwalk.
Leave the sequined skin-tight strapless dresses
to the supermodels of the world and team your
jacket with that rather twee floral tea dress you
bought five summers ago in New Look (and
still love) and your old reliable biker boots,
I promise you it will look amazing. You will
look comfortable and utterly convincing in your
stylishness.
But why listen to me? Style is all about following
your intuition and believing in yourself, if you
can honestly say that you feel comfortable with
the look that you have developed over the years
and that you love it, you have it!
If not - you may need another few years of
haphazard dressing before you get there but
there is no rush, experiment, half the fun is
getting there.

Dr Philip Johnson, Head of Hispanic and Lusaphone

of end. I stare down at the words on the page, in each verse

studies in UCD and my former lecturer on the all that is

a neatly packed four lines that will hopefully not embarrass

good about Spanish poetry is just that help. He responds

me in front of a large group of people. I feel a little surge

almost immediately to my pathetic, pleading e-mail saying

of pride looking at what I've written and say to myself... 'It

he would be happy to meet me. I grab the opportunity

may not be good, but at least ifs mine.'

firmly with both hands and feel a little less nervous. Only,
mind you, a little.

Tuesday comes and I make my way to the reading. I hover

Golden Hill
This hill owns my memories,
young as they are.

It shows them to me,

outside at the window looking into an almost deserted

David Fallon

Dr Johnson, arms folded, leans over his table and I feel

Anseo. The staff are outnumbering the customers and I'm

compelled to lean back. This is a man with presence, the
kind of presence and indeed the kind of voice (Dr Johnson

overcome with calm. This was not the seething crowd of

in fits and in starts.

poetry buffs I had prepared myself for.

is a Belfast man and has a timbre in his voice that would
An eclectic group ofsix people sit just inside the door. They

My uncle in snow,

trample my south Dublin twang to dust) that are made for
reciting poetry. 'The gift ofa good poet' he tells me 'is to
be able to express human experience and common emotion

are exactly the mix ofcharacters one would expect to make

using his or her advanced vocabulary and lyrical skills'. I

her mid thirties welcomes me warmly and we chat briefly.

trying to warm young hands,

scribble furiously all these gems of information and feel
the task becoming altogether bigger than I had imagined.

After five minutes it is decided that seven people is probably

To get the blood back.

looking furtively around me. My days of free home intemet

. I ask him whether length is important. Naturally I don't

an outgoing self confessed 'trekkie' in his thirties get us

connection are OVclf. Some things, it turns out, are too good

started with the spunky little number entitled 'Biosapien to
the Mecadroid'. Ifs refreshing to see the kind of guys who
would have probably been horrifically bullied in. school
get the chance to be themselves and, Sci-fi geekery aside,
Simon really sells it. Applause follows and we move on to
Jay. Jay is an unassuming, softly spoken Englishman and

disapproving stares ove; the tops of glasses. Nobody bats

want to be up there any longer than is necessary but I'm not
writing a dirty Limerick either. 'For me' , he continues, 'the
best poems are brief. Shakespeare's sonnets for example
are only 14 lines but are still hugely memorable.' Point
taken; but Shakespeare was good at poetry. Before I leave
Or Johnson mentions to me that he is a great fan of Seamus
Heaney, 'especially his rural poems' he says. 'The way he
writes about everyday rural life is, I think, really excellent'.

an eyelid. The librarian shuffles from shelf to shelf filling

I thank Dr Jobnson profusely and leave. Rural? I grew up

of the painter WilIiam Mallard Turner while painting a

empty spaces and the man in the corner continues to doze

in the isolated Wicklow countryside. I can definitely do

watercolour. It sounds pretentious when I write it but it's

contentedly on a footstool; John Wayne's biography lolling
in his hand. Using the library for anything other than

rural. It's time, I decide, to take a trip home.

actually very nice and it knocks 'Biosapien' out of the park

He went to the library to check Facebook and
came away a poet. Here, DavidFal/on, traces
the transition from internet slob to amateur
bard.

a success in terms of attendance and we begin. Simon,

I sit at the chunky, scraped and battered wooden table'

to be true. Kevin Street public library, where I am siaiag
now, provides free wi-fi connection and it called to me like
a siren.

The chime of the Windows jingle cuts through the calm
of room. I await some sort of caution or at least some

sense of middle class guilt. As I sit waiting for my settings

to load I notice a flier on the table beside me. "Poetry
readings in Anseo every Thursday - bring your own work

some air in the forest adjacent to my family home. I make

a mesmerising head of frizzy blonde hair. I quite rudely
tune out from her reading as I am both conscious that I am
next and also entranced by her head. Her applause is my
queue and I begin. My compact offering lasts no more than
a minute and like the click of a finger I have read my poem

the mistake of bringing our giant Alsatian who spends his
time barking loudly at rogue squirrels and trying to floor

086........"

me by running through my legs. All is forgotten though
when we come to the clearing and I catch a glimpse of a

The idea of something creative coming from my being
here seems to qualify the visit somehow, like some sort of

hill where most of my childhood was spent. I remember

and am bathing in polite applause an4 congratulations. I
attempt a modest expression but I can only anive at one

penance. Plus, being honest, I've always wanted to wri~e

that my first flush of independence was being allowed to
cycle that hill. I also remember my grandmother driving

of self satisfaction. I feel, however sacdwiDc as it sounds,

a poem. The superficial idea of the long haire~ romantic

to the local town over it, admitting it was the long way but

like I have shared something of myself. And I liked it

tramping windswept dales with a quill and paper had

that the views gave her immense pleasure so it was worth

appealed to me since my early teens. I contact Denise to ask

it. Standing there looking at that the big purple bump in the

Once we've gone through all the poems (the final offering

if I could attend the next gathering. She tells me that I'm

landscape I feel that the boxes are being ticked. I've got
a relationship with the material, childhood is experienced

of a bound kidnap victim) I say my goodbyes and leave.

by everyone and well... l'd actually LIKE to write a poem
about it.

I walk home feeling vindicated. Before today I was a slave

She came this way,
She made me come too.

inYolves Simon on his knees recreating the body position

At six in the morning

This was her pleasure.
She liked each part.

She soaked it all in.
Gorse spat at the ClII'

It welcomed me back.
So glad to return.

of Facebook and Southpark.com. Now I'm a poet. Maybe I

was in Jrd class and largely based on my dog.
Denise informs me that the next gathering is in two days
.
. Iy SUI'15 me .-fectly.
I shudder
tune,
whi c h rather annoymg
.......
•

The ~ two days are spent pencil in mouth and notebook
in hand trying to translate how I feel about a small hill into
about six verses of poetry. After numerous pages are X'd

just open the browser and...oh...."This page could not be

briefly with panic and decide that I may need to call

and slashed with irritated pencil marks I come to some sort

displayed. Please check your connection."

some professional help.

Dark, grey, and sulking.

A break from what woke her
Next up is Darina, a buxom confident young woman with

share her view on that. A scant attendance would suit me

a lake in the distance.

- or the bar as it were.
William Wordsworth wrote his poem 'Daffodils' after being

just fine considering the last and only poem I had written

•

of reaching its peak.

a really wonderful piece based on the imagined thoughts

out on a pastoral stroll so with that in mind I decide to take

'so welcome...the more the merrier'. I don't necessarily

This hill owns my memories,

instantly likeable. He stands up to all his 5 feet and reads

reading or borrowing books fills me with and unpleasant

and chat with creative like minded types. Call Denise on

on a homemade sled,

up a poetry group. Denise, a svelte rook chick 'mamma' in

ID

should go online and read other peoples work. Yeah that'd
be good. Then I could compare my own stuff. Yeah. I'll

This hill owns my memories.

David Fallon

._-------------------------_.
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And now for something
completely different...
Tracey Flinter, DITSU President
What has been the highlight ofthe yea, fo, you?
There have been many highlights, I have loved working for the students of DIT.
Every day there is something different happening, it's hard to remember everything but definitely running the first ever
Student Recognition Ceremony - I was delighted to have students thanked for giving back to the community and DIT. 1bere
is so much work. that goes on behind the scenes that no one knows about. It was great to have it finally recognised.
Fee's not coming back in, getting DIT back up and running with regards to classes and services, inductions with over 4000
students, campaigns, running DIT's largest and biggest ever event with our first ever International act Calvin Harris...like I
said too many to mention.

What has been the low point?
1bere have been no low lights as such but it was very tough this year with regards to lectmes and labs closing down, the
gym and swimming pool closing and not having enough space for students to sit in class rooms were a low points. This,
however, turned into a highlight as we as the CPIT team work.ed hard on a campaign to push this both with the HEA and the
Government Ministers, and we got classes back up and running and the sports service back: to its normal hours in DIT.

What a,e yOUT short and long Ie,m plans now?
Short te11l1, I am off to America for the summer to live it up. I have applied for a Visa and myselfand some mates are heading to San Francisco.
Long te11l1, I'll be looking at doing a Masters and getting some work. experience with regards to the area ofmarketing and sales. I'm waiting on
word from a couple of graduate job prospects. So hopefully I will have good news to return to.

Scan Campbell, DITSUVP Services and ~ding
What has been the highUght olthe yew10' you?
Raising and Giving (RAG) week, was the highlight along with the big day out and the big night out, Calvin Hauis and the Coronas, Dead
Flags etc, epic nights and day, Thanks to everyone how helped and to the Eteam who volunteered. Great bunch of people and a great year
to boot. We got every committee filled and the clubs and socs guild working properly for the first time ever.

WIuIt "as bun the low point?
Losing the elections by 6 votes, but that's life eh? Also the fact that students in Kevin St suffered for so so long in Gleeson HaIJ. while there
were free rooms across the road in Aungier St., that were supposed to be booked but weren't I went and walked around the colleges with a
pen and paper and found a load of rooms free and this is why we finaUy got the first year students rehoused into lecture rooms.

I don't want to see that happen again.

I had an interview with the ESB for summer work. and I am looking at studying in DIT next year in the Energy IIIIIIIBgUIlCIJ I lBD looting
long term at becoming a charted Electrical Engineer.
.

Jen Jordan, DITSU VP Academic and Student Affairs

I think: the highlight of my year is IBd to choose. So much bIppc:os "'uugIKd a sabbaIicaI tenD. Freshers week does stmd out
in my mind though, meeting and greeting so many new sIudedIs eager to get stuck in to sludcullife is savage. SHAG week is
probably the next one, I was so cIeligbtcd with the IDICIlIia covaage ~ got for the nabooaIlluIcb of the campaign and the buzz
about sex education is always fim too. Also hearing from the porters in Aungicr S1rcet that they knew my name because they
heard I had been "spitting fire .. the president in ac:acInnic ClOIIIICir was pretty cool! I pr'deDdc:d I was all embarrassed alxU
it when they said it first but I was acIu80y dIIIffild that word had spn:ad so quickly that I was trying to kick some ass!!. (it was
about the embargo! and what students were peroeiviag _ DIY doiDg nodIing publicly, and as a whole, to fix it.)

Wltllt " . bull tIu low 1iP1?
It has been a tough year, I can't reaUy say there have been mauy low poinD though. I"SUppOse the toughest days for me have
been the ones where I found I couldn't help somc:ooe as much as I had hoped to mainly when it came to exams or IIIOIIeY
problems. In the majority of cases we sort people out, and I always did my best for any student that came to me in difficulty but there an: 'lJIDC cases that ClBDe to us a last resort and even
when people know that it's still so tough to tell people sorry, there's nothing more I can do.

Whllt lITe yoUT s"ort_d long le"" plturS "owl
Well I am always the best person I know for procrastinating re: my academic work and at the momeot}'m putting offwritiDg my CV as it means my year-as vice pttSident really is
over! Hopefully I'll get an event management or PR job somewhere around Dublin for the rest oftbe calendar ye. and my plan is to go travelling sometime in the new year. I'd love to
work. permanently in Event Management., corporate and social events mainly, (even though my.degree is in property economics!) so I guess that·s my long term plan.

,

go to.college with everyday.

BIG
manon
campus
Paul McNulty
At 6'4" and captain of the victorious Fresher's
football team, Aidan 0' Shea stands out from his
fellow students in DIT Aungier Street.
Though only 19, he carries himself with the
innate confidence unique to top-level sportsmen.
He walks on the balls of his feet like a boxer,
his brooding atWeticism palpable to even the
untrained eye.
The Mayo forward is one of the most higWyrated footballers of his generation, and it is
easy to see why he has pundits praising him, as
well as admirers from further afield (Aidan was
approached by Aussie Rules talent scout Ricky
Nixon and went for a trial with the Western
Bulldogs in December.)
"Yeah, Australia was a great experience," he
said. "The training was fairly intense to say the
least, and I have a diary entry after one of the
sessions that says 'the worst day of my life'. But
I mean, being exposed to training of that level is
certainly not going to hinder my preparations for
this year's football.
BUlldogs coach Rodney Eade and Nixon will
keep a close watch on 0' Shea over the year, and
they will decide if an offer is to made in towards
the end of the year. If the scouts were casting
an eye over this year's victorious DIT Freshers
team, they couldn't help but be impressed. 0'
Shea captained the team, and led from the front,
as the team overcame CIT in the final.
"Yeah, winning the Fresher's is a fantastic
achievement," 0 Shea said. "The Fresher's
championship is a once off and to have a chance
to win it is great. As well as that, there is a great
sense of satisfaction winning with guys that you

Boxer
Mayweather
•
relllalns
unbeaten
Paul McNulty
Under the bright lights of the MGM in .Las. Vegas, FJoyd "Money" ~ayweathe~ maJ.nta~etd
his unbeaten record With a unanimous polO s
decision victory over "Sugar" Shane Mosley in
the biggest fight thus far in 20 I O.
Many felt Shane Mosley would offer Mayweather the sternest test of his career so far
following the collapse of his proposed fight
with Manny Pacquiao earlier in the year.. F~r
. two roun d s at Ieas,t the posslbJIthe open 109
ity seemed plausible. In the opening round
. to kn 0" each others
both boxers were gettmg
range.
I he second round ht up t he crow d IOlke a strong
ber Mosleyd
shot of Espres 0 after a deep s Iurn:
caught Mayw ather with a cracking nght h~n
. the latt r to adopt a h'Ig her defensl 'e
forcmg

•

°

One of the keys to this years success was the
massive job done by Darragh Biddlecombe and
the lads in recruitment.
There were 7 or 8 senior inter-county players on
the team-and the rest of them are on panels-there
are senior Sigerson teams that don't even have
that. There are lads from all over Ireland on the
team, and it shows the effort that the lads are
doing behind the scenes.
The Cork team we played in the final only had
players from Cork and Kerry, so I think the lads
deserve great credit for the talent they attracted
toDIT.
Our manager Billy 0' LougWin has been involved
with the Fresher's for a long time so he knows the
score, and we also had Alan 0' Meara and Paul
Clancy who won 2 AII-lrelands with Galway, so
we had a great team behind us. "
It augurs well for the Sigerson over the next

few years, especially with next year being the
centenary year of the completion, and it would
be great to represent the college in Croke Park
next year."
Away from the elation of the Fresher's win,
O'Shea was quickly brought back down to earth
in the National League final where his Mayo
team were chastened by a 1-17 to 0-12 defeat to
a rampant Cork team. 0' Shea tries to pick the
positives out of the defeat.
"We have to try and make the most of it. It was
only my third time playing there, so we have to
take the experience. We were looked at as being
releg~tion candidates at the start of the league
campaign, so even reaching the final has to be
a positive.
We have a lot of young faces in the panel-I mean
Neil Douglas, Alan Freeman, Enda Varley, Lee
Keegan, Shane Nally and even my own brother
Seamus have come on the scene, and it has
lead to far more competitive training sessions.
With these new players it ensures lads don't get
comfortable in their positions."
The lazy cliches of Mayo's constantly blowing
big-games is one churned out by hacks after
games like the Cork defeat. It fails to realise that

guard by raising his left hand for the rest of
the round. As round two continued, Mayweather's defensive adjustment proved unfruitful as
Mosley clocked him with two further thumping right hands that visibly shook Pretty Boy
Floyd.
At the interval between the second and third
round, Mayweather's corner men kept advising
him to just go out and "box the motherf'l'***r."
For the anticipating crowd that was as good as
it got as Mayweather began to control the fight.
Throughout rounds three and four Mayweather
landed a few punches on the tiring Mosley who
lacked the intensity he had shown in the second
round.
'Ibe s~me theme was set for the middle rounds
ofthe fight as Mayweather maintained his dominant stance in this contest. Mayweather caught
Mosley with a stiff right hand in the eighth and
.by the latter rounds of the fight Mayweather
was continually landing shots on a rapidly tiring Mosley.
Mosley carried on the fight but by the time it
reached the melfth round and the final bell
went; the decision was never in doubt. Mayweather won on all three judges scorecards
11.9- 1.09 , ~ 19-109 and 118-110 re pectivel;
brmgmg hiS record to 41 straight victories and
zero defeats.

Dwarfedplayer looks sad as O'Shea squares up to him, his friend does nothing.
Mayo continuously get to the big games. Mayo
manager John 0 Mahony pointed this out in the
aftermath of the defeat.
"Other teams have a similar problem. Galway, for
instance, haven't won in Croke Park since 2001.
Mayo have won a few games there. They won a
famous semi-final against Dublin in 2005:'
0' Shea agrees with 0' Mahoney's assessment.
"The so-called culture of defeat doesn't really
attach itself to this team as much. I don't think
there is a Mayo curse or anything like that. I
mean I was only six years of age in 1996, so I
don't even remember it, never mind it having any
effect on me.
I have Connaught titles, now a Freshers medal
and have reached an All-Ireland minor final. so
it's winning I've been used to. As well as that we
have sports psychologist Gerry Hussey working
with us who has worked with the best, and has a
proven track record, working with Munster and
the boxers. We just have to look forward to the
championship game against Sligo in five weeks

Commenting on the fight afterwards the outspoken Mayweather said, "I gave the fans what
they wanted to see. They wanted to see me
moving, and coming forward and that's what I
did tonight. We should have pressed the attack a
lot earlier and we could have got the knockout,
but Shane Mosley is a tough customer and he
is one hell of a fighter."
While Mayweather was full of praise for his
vanquished veteran opponent, the argument
has been made that this fight should have happened years ago when Sugar Shane was in
his prime. He is currently 38 years of age and
had not fought prior to this fight since January 2009. Although on his last outing Mosle)"
disposed of Mexican Antonio Margarito with a
ninth round stoppage.
Hand selecting opponents has been a criticism
that has consistently been leveled at Mayweather. Regardless of opinions on this issue
and though not a particularly amiable character, he is an incredibly talented fighter and Filipino Manny Pacquiao is undoubtedly the only
possible opponent around that could take his
scalp.
For the minute the possibility of this mouthwaterm encounter occurring J remoteo The
proposed fight fell through in January fol-

time."
The recent GAA Congress debated new rules
which were trialled during the National League.
O'Shea thinks there is no pressing need for any
changes although he has opinions on some of the
new regulations.
I think the new penalty rule is a good idea(the
penalty line has been moved from 13 yards to
ll)-moving it two yards closer makes a lot of
difference. It hands the advantage back to the
penalty-taker which is as it should be really.
As a full-forward-I would have liked to see the
square ball rule implemented\which would have
allowed the attacking player to be in the small
square before a ball is kicked in), as it just made
the whole rule a lot clearer, but overall I don't
think there is anything wrong with the game as it
is played now."
Mayo supporters, and indeed DIT fans, will
agree that there is little wrong with the way 0'
Shea plays it.

lowing a disagreement between both camps
over drug testing methods. The self regulating Mayweather insisted that any contract for
this fight should include random drug testing
through blood samples up to a 14 day lead-in
to the fight. Pacquiao's team rejected this suggestion and insisted that the only doping rules
tl]ey would follow were those established by
the Nevada State Athletic Commission.
In the aftermath ofhis victory over Shane MosIcy, Floyd Mayweather maintained the stance
he held in January about a possible matchup
with Manny Pacquiao. He said, "lfManny Pacquiao wants to fight, it's not hard to find me. If
Manny Pacquiao will take the blood and urine
tests, we can make the fight happen for all the
fans. If he doesn't, we don't have a fight. I'm
not going out chasing fighters. If the fans want
to see that happen, I want to make it happen but
we have to have a level playing field. If every
athlete is clean in' the sport of boxing, take the
test."
As it stands the wait continues and it will be a
while before boxing fans see a sustained display like that produced by Shane Mosley in the
second round that nearly had Floyd Mayeather
Jr on the canvas for the first time in his career.
In this ame money talks and Floyd "Mone)"
Mayweather will evemuall) get into the rin
with Manny Pacquiao when the price is right.
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with Conor Ward
Well it was a tough weekend for
Irish rugby, with· both Leinster and
Munster returning from fruitless trips
on the continent, after having their
Heineken Cup dreams dashed at the
semi-final stage by illustrious French
opposition.
And spare a thought too for a brave
Connacht outfit, who also fell victim
to the French and exited the Amlin
Cup at the hands of Toulon after a
close contest at the Sportsground in
Galway.
Those French have really got in
the way of our fun over the last few
months. Without wishing to mention
any names, ThielJ'Y Henry and
Morgan Parra have been in the bad
books round these here parts for a
while. Party poopers.

change the fact that it's to be an allFrench Heineken Cup final by the
banks of the Seine later this month.
After consecutive Irish victories
in the competition (and three wins
inside four years), the provinces were
brought back to some hard cold reality
last weekend.

three-times champions for most ofthe
game, mounting pressure eventually
told, and when Toulouse did bring out
that bit of flair it proved very telling.
Yannick Jauzion and David Skrela
went over for two quick-fire tries after
some classy build-up play, and that
was effectively enough to seal the

Roared OD by a rapturous home
support, which drowned out the
sizeable travelling red army, Dmitri
Yachvili gave a masterc!ass in
scrum-halfplay (eVen eclipsing the
efforts of veteran New Zealander
Byron Kelleher for Toulouse the
previous day), always probing
around the fringes, taking all the
right options, and coolly landing
the six penalties which took his
side into the final.

Both put up very credible
displays, only losing
out by 10 points and
11 points respectively,
in games which were
highly competitive and
more notable for their
physical intensity than
for flowing running
rugby.
In both cases, the
battle was really lost up from, and
particularly in the set piece. Leinster's.
scrum went backwards all afternoon
in Toulouse.

Although such acts of vengeance may
stunt the growth of their economy in
the short term, it will do nothing to

Neither could they secure their share
of possession at the breakdown.
Though they stayed doggedly with the

Freshers
Football
Division 1
Final
Paul McNulty

deal.
Munster's loss down in San Sebastian
was that bit more disappointing, given
that it had the look of a more winnable
fixture. Their first-half try from Keith
Earls oozed with quality as the ball
shifted through several sets of hands

That may have produced a more
favourable outcome for the Irish sides,
but with the success we've had over
the last couple ofyears, I guess we can
hardly complain.
So, the power has quite definitely
shifted back in favour of the French,
on both the international scene and in
club matters.
Ab well, c'est la vie.

For the record, I fancy Toulouse to
take their fourth European title on
May 22nd with their superior running
game.
And if this column is to bow out along
with our rugby heroes - then what can
I say, it's been emotional!

Andrew Tormey fisted a looping ball from the
impressive Bernard ABen to the CIT net to raise
the green flag for the first time. This as followed
in quick succession by a wondergoal from DlT
vice captain Ciaran Martin.

DIT's Fresher football team lifted the Freshers
football title with a dominant six point victory
over CIT at Garda College, Templemore this
month.

CIT's heads did not drop however, and they
responded with an immediate goal of their
own. Simon 0' Brien slotted the rebound from
a Ciaran Sheehan shot past Collum in the DlT
goals to leave six points between the sides.

The match started with two quick-fire points

For Biarritz, it was sweet revenge for

Without
wishing to
begrudge
Toulouse or Biarritz, for they clearly
deserve their spots in the final, one
does wonder about the wisdom of not
staging semi-final games at neutral
venues.

DIT's interplay and strong midfield dominance
began to take hold, and a blistering fifteen
minute spell left Billy 0' Loughlin's men nine
points ahead.

DIT2-14
CIT2-8

DIT's route to the final included an impressive
win over defending champions DCU in the first
round. This was followed by a facile victory
. over a disappointing Sligo IT team. The semifinal was a tense affair with Queen's University
and resulted in a 2-14 to 3-09 victory for DlT
after extra-time.

On reflection, the loss of Paul
O'ConneB to injury was costly
for Munster, who needed all their
competitive spirit and tactical
astuteness on the day. The absence
of Doug Howlett's experience and
hardness on the wing was also to their
detriment.

their painful lOss to Munster in the
2006 final in Cardiff. For Munster, it
means there will be no third European
Cup in five years. That dream has
died. And more poignantly, it could be
the end of the road in the competition
for a few ofthe old guard. The mental
resources required to picture the likes
of John Hayes or Alan Quinlan back
in a final cannot be found here.

from DIT, who entered the game as odds-on
favourites with the bookmakers. Offalyman
Bemard Allen scored both, but CIT were quick
to respond with points from Dineen and Kelly.
This was as close as the Cork side were to get to
DlT, as the Dublin side quickly took control of
proceedings.

The DIT centre-back ran fully forty yards
through the heart of the CIT defence, pirouetting
around CIT midfielder Kelleher before ending
his barnstorming run with a blistering shot to the
roof of the net.

There were a plethora of inter-county footballers
on show, with DIT fielding footballers from
eleven counties over the course of the game.
In contrast, CIT were restricted to players from
their immediate hinterland, with only Cork and
Kerry represented.

But starved ofset piece possession and
unable to retain the ball for any kind of
sustained spells after the break, they
never built on that scnre, and were
outmuseled and outmanoeuvred by
the men from the Basque country.
The slightly scary figure ofnumber
8 Imanol Harinordoquy, a brute of
a man complete with facial mask
and an incredible lust for battle,
was a constant thorn in Munster's
side.

Strangely
enough,
however,
Leinster
and Munster were not
especially undone by
a great degree of flair,
which would always be
associated with French
sides playing at home.

And now they are joined in said
bad books by the entire Toulouse
and Biarritz squads, coaching staff,
groundskeepers, tea ladies and all their
family members. I'm even thinking of
giving up Sauvignon Blanc and creme
brulee for at least the next couple of
weeks. And I'll not even entertain
the slightest possibility of watching
anything starring Gerard Depardieu
for quite some time, fine actor and all
that he is.

before the young winger raced over.

DIT lead at half-time by seven points on a
scoreline of 2-7 to 1-4.
Another of DIT's Offaly contingent Graham
Guilfoyle pointed early for DIT, and this score
was followed by further impressive scores from
Tonney asd Al1en.
CIT's were never' allowed a foothold back into
the game, and their rare forays into DIT territory
were marked by wasteful finishing. In fairness
to the Leesiders there was a controversial
moment after fifteen minutes of the second half.
Referee Derek O'Mahony adjudged that a shot
from CIT substitute Pa Joy hit the post, to the

consternation of many CIT supporters who felt
the ball hit the inside stanchion and that it was a
legitimate goal.
DIT continued regardless and with scores from
Reddin and Alien again.
CIT substitute Hodnett scored a late consolation
goal for the Corkmen after a speculative longrange effort ended up in the DIT net.
DIT ran out impressive winners, and team captain
Aidan 0 Shea lifted DIT's second Fresher's
championship in three years.
Team captain Aidan 0' Shea said the win augurs
wen for a future Sigerson push. "Its up to this
team now to make a push and go on and develop.
It's been an honour to captain this group of lads
and it's a chance for us to show that football in
DIT is progressing 11."
Team manager Billy 0' Loughlin, congratulated
his troops for defeating the Corkmen. "We were
well-deserving ofthe win, we just battled on and
kept going, and but for their lucky goal at the end
it might have been more. We had a serious panel
this year, and they all deserve credit, from the

DIT:P Collum (Longford),'S Swords(Dublin), P
McLoughlin (Wicklow), S McGivney (Meath):
C Walsh (Monaghan), C Martin (Westmeath)
(l-O), D Nelson(Dublin) C Reddin (0-2, It), C
Walsh(Dublin) P McKeever (Meath), A O'Shea
(Mayo), G Guilfoyle (Offaly) (0-2); B Allen
(Offaly) (0-5), I Coffey (Westmeath) (0-1, It),
A Tormey (Meath) (1-4, I f). Subs: J Cafferty
(Mayo) for Guilfoyle. M Kenny (Wicklow) for
McKeever, C Devereux (Meath) for Tormey, J
Mahon (Laois) for Swords, B Hamilton (Louth)
for McGivney
CIT: A O'Donoghue; D Moynihan, M Griffin,
P O'Connor, W O'Mahony, P Minihane, C
Kilcoyne; S Kelleher, C Brosnan; C Sheehan
(0-3, 2f, I si), D Kelly (0-2), S O'Brien (I-I);
A -Sweeney, D 'Hodnett (1-0), J Dineen (O-l).
Subs: D Coliins for Sweeney, P Joy (Kerry) for
Kilcoyne, C Cotter for O'Mahony
Ref - Derek O'Mahony (Tipperary)
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Karters
claim
club of
theyear
Cliona Ward
The DIT Karting soc claimed top prize
at the 13th annual DIT Sports Awards
ceremony last month, winning the
coveted Club of the Year Award.
The awards have been running since
1998 to recognise the talents and
accomplishments of DIT students

who dedicate their extra time to
improve DIT sports and enhance their
college experience.
This year's guest of honour was Brian
Kerr manager of the Faroe Islands
national football team, and former
Irish football manager.
This year has been a triumphant year
for DIT sport, the Shotokan Karate
club won the O'Connor Cup, the
Archery club won 5 intervarsity titles,
the ladies water polo team are Irish
University Champions and the hockey
girls won the CUSAI League.
The champion of this particular night
was however the DIT Karting Club.
Boasting more than 565 members, an
active calendar of events, the top spot
in the CUSAI Intervarsity and having
secured both Ist and 2nd place in
the Drivers Championship it was no
surprise that they were declared DIT
Club of the Year.

1

The awards not only acknowledged
clubs but the individuals who make
them function, this year honours were
bestowed on Sinead Aherne from the
DIT Ladies Gaelic Football Club,
three members of DIT's Soccer Club
-Stephen Roche, Davy O'Sullivan
and Conor McMahon, Steven DuffY
of the DIT Swimming & Water polo
Club, Aron Smith of the DIT Karting
Club and Martin O'Leary of DIT's
Sailing Club.
Though in its 13th year the DIT
Sports Officer, Caragh O'Buachalla,
was keen to introduce a new 'Scholar
of the Year' Award.
The award was introduced to
acknowledge
students
who
have
demonstrated
outstanding
performance both academically and
athletically.
The inaugural award of DIT Female

Brian Kerr kicking offthe night with a rousing speech!

Scholar of the Year 2010 went to
Irene Walsh of the DIT Swimming
& Water polo Club while the title of
DIT Male Scholar of the Year went
to Graham Higginbotham of DIT's
Karting Club.

The all-stars from this year's ceremony
will now join DIT's sporting hall of
fame which includes an illustrious list
of previous award winners like David
Gillick, Mark Vaughan, EamonZayed,
Steve Collins, and Shane Horgan.

,
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PremIer
Soccer
Preview
•

- Its Chelsea's
to lose.....
by Paul McNulty
It has been the most fascinating Premier League
season in years, but as the championship enters
the final straight, the league's two heavyweights
are fighting for the title yet again.

The inconsistency of the teams at the top,
the increased number of defeats and their
early European exits suggest standards have
dropped, but whatever has gone wrong, the
championship has been all the better because
of it.
This season more than ever, clubs will be
reflecting and thinking 'what if!' A host of
teams will feel that they should be far better
off. Points have been thrown away by the likes
of Arsenal, Manchester City and Liverpool at
places one would never expect.
It has been a topsy-turvy campaign but for

many the race has already been run. Chelsea
will feel the hard work has been done having
disposed of a non existent Liverpool team at
Anfield. 'Local hero' Steven Gerrard even gave
them a helping hand by passing the ball straight
to Didier Drogba and leaving him one on one
with ' Pepe' Reina.
Incidentally this is the third time in his career
than the Liverpool captain has performed exactly
this calamity. Against France in Euro 2004 and
in a Premier League game at Higbbury in 2006,
Thieny Henry was twice the beneficiary.
This game was deemed the toughest ofChelsea's
run-in but the Reds were brushed aside with ease.
Manchester United's conspiracy theorists will
no doubt suggest foul play as they search for a
record 19th championship, but in reality Chelsea
have a superior team to Liverpool and were never
going to lose that match.
The Blues have a 100 per cent record against the
'big four'. United. Arsenal and Liverpool have
all been beaten home and away, conceding only
one goal in the process. For that reason alone,
the Pensioners will be worthy champions next
Sunday. '
Added to that, Carlo Ancelotti's team have spent
more time on top than anyone this season. Failure
to back up their victories over the big boys with
consistent form against the rest has left us with
this last day drama, which surel should never
have come about.
Now all Chelsea need to do is exact their revenge
upon Wigan, who beat the Blues 3-1 at the DW
Stadium back in September, and the trophy is

Scolaireachtai do ch ' rs i
Gaeilge 5 Ghaeltach
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Ryan Giggs
theirs. Wigan's inconsistency, poor away form and
lack of any real objective means Chelsea couldn't
have handpicked more ideal opponents. Only
nerves and pressure can stop them now. United
have a similar routine task at home to Stoke City,
but another performance like that at Anfield, or
that against Stoke at Stamford Bridge the previous
week, and the result will take care of itself.
As the three relegation places have already been
filled, by Portsmouth. Bumley and Hull City,
only one other major issue needs to be decided.
Tottenham Hotspur and Manchester City are now
the only competitors for fourth
place and the final Champions
League place, as Aston Villa and
Liverpool's challenge are over
follov.ing last weekend's results.
City and
purs meet on
Wednesday night at Ea tlands in
what should be a traight hootout for that coveted European
place. City realtstically need to
win the game. therefore their
attacking quartet of Emmanuel
Adebayor. Craig Bellamy, Carlos
Tevez and Adam Johnson will
really need to earn their money.

League dream is realised. That is surely their
priority, even before divulging into the transfer
market themselves.
The pressure 'ill be on City to deliver on
Wednesda) as they are at home. It is sure to be
a tense affair and Roberto Mancini's futta'e may
even be on the line. Defeat is not an option. but
victory ma, be too much to ask.
Spurs won the return fixture 3-0 in December.
That oreline spelt the end for Mark Hughes.
hopefully a similar result won't mean the same
fate for Mancini.
On! one Engli h club remains in European
competition this
eason.
nited, Chelsea,
L1 'erpool, E erton d
have all
b\.-en dropped along the way but Fulham still
remain. Th Cottag r' tak on tletico adrid
in Hamburg in the inaugural Europa L agu final
ne
edn da. night.
What has been most remarkable about Fulharn's
run to the final has been the teams they've
dispatch. Back in December the Londoner's
needed a win in Ba el even to reach the round of
32. A ",eaken d side surprisingly won that game
3-2 and th 'y ha\en t looked back.

A win for pllrs at Eastlands ",ill
guarantee fourth spot, but they
would also happily take a draw,
as they have only a trip to lowly
Burnley to come.

Since February. o. Hod son's team have ",on
through agamst holder ha htar Done. tk. 1"'0
time European Cup winners Juventus. German
champions Wolfsburg and hosts of the final,
Hamburger SV winning all four home games in
the process.

Whoever comes out on top in
the race for fourth will no doubt
spend big in the summer in order
to avoid the misery suffered by
Everton in August 2005. Ha~ing
reached the promise land, the
Toffees fell to Villarreal before
the main event.

The Rojiblancos. on the other hand have played
14 European games this season, between both the
Champions and Europa Leagues. Their victory
tally stands at two. Galatasary were defeated in
Istanbul and Liverpool were beaten at the Vicente
Calderon.

Both clubs, however, have already
been the biggest spenders in the
league over the past year, so they
will be primed come August's
qualifiers. Strengthening will
definitely occur in Manchester.
but attracting their targets hinges
on victory over Tottenham and
away to a hapless West Ham who
will have nothing to play for bar
potentially Gianfranco Iola's
employment.
Tottenham will find it far easier
to hold onto their top players,
for example Garcth Bale and
Luca Modric, if their Champions

The fact that both clubs have got this far has been
a miracle. Fulham's journey has been miraculous
due to the manner of their come from behind
victories, and Atleti's because they've scraped
through on away goals in the last three rounds
winning only a solitary game.
The romantic will say it is Fulham's destiny, that
it is meant to be and Hodgson's tactical nous will
see the trophy arrive at the Kings Road. Sergio
Aguero, Diego Forlan, Simao Sabrossa and Jose
Antonio Reyes will all need to be kept quiet is
Fulham are to overcome their final obstacle.

It will be a fitting end to what has been an
unpredictable English season.

